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So I was invited to speak about the Commission’s perspective on living shorelines but actually, I’m going to talk about living shores. 

Borrowing from other recent discussions, I want to emphasize that the boundary between land and sea is not discrete, that it is constantly moving through this transitional area we refer to as the shore. This space is dynamic... living... breathing... 

And not just in terms of the biology which inhabits it but also the physical processes – the ebbing and flooding tides, the breaking surf, the shifting winds, the accreting and eroding landform itself. And lest we forget, the recreation and the visual poetry that our shores support are also in motion.



The capacity of a system to experience 
perturbations and yet persist.
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Resilience. When we talk about climate adaptation, we use the term resilience to describe what we are attempting to achieve. Resilience can be broadly understood as...

In engineering, resilience has to do with a system’s ability to maintain under stress, or its return rate to equilibrium... Its recovery.

But at its ecological origins, resilience has to do with reorganization and recognition of the diverse pathways that enable persistence. 



EXISTING
STATE
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Imagine an ecosystem in a given state; if some disturbing force is applied, it responds. When the stress is released, the ecosystem may recover to its original state, maintaining a likeness to what it had been before. 



threshold
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However, if the perturbation is great enough, form and function can be displaced past a threshold, or tipping point, and subsequently, the ecosystem transforms to a new condition, a new stable state... And rather than being lost or destroyed, it persists. The ecosystem is complex... It is dynamic... As we attempt to respond to our changing climate, we might aim to sustain existing pathways or at times, facilitate transformation to avoid complete loss. Adaptation via living shores is an option... 
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... whether through a beach-dune complex...



EXISTING
STATE
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... or perhaps a verdant marsh. These areas can provide the space and time for natural processes to continue.What I want, is for us to consider how the goal of resilience then needs to reflect its dynamic nature – in a vision, a design, a build, or a metric for success. 
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C O A S T A L  A C T
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ACCESS & RECREATION
Opportunities
Visitor-serving

MARINE ENVIRONMENT
Marine resources

Water quality
Wetlands

DEVELOPMENT
Coastal-dependent
Existing structures

LAND RESOURCES
Environmentally sensitive habitat

Agriculture
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My agency, like many, is concerned with facilitating a resilient future. The Coastal Commission is charged with upholding California’s Coastal Act. Our mission: protection and enhancement of our coast and ocean for present and future generations. The Act itself mandates protection of natural resources and preservation of coastal access and recreation while also allowing for protection of the built environment under certain circumstances. And the tension between protection of dynamic natural resources and that of a static built environment will only increase under a changing climate.



C O A S T A L  A C T

SHORELINE HARDENING ACCESS MITIGATION HABITAT POTENTIAL
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progress under the
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Historically, under the Coastal Act, protection has been achieved through limited allowances for shoreline hardening. But through time, the Commission has come recognize the significant losses to access, recreation, and ecology associated with such fortification - we recognize that armor suffocates the coast.In response, we have sought mitigation for access & recreation through fees, sand replenishment efforts, limits on future rights to protection, and triggers for development removal. However, the evaluation of and mitigation for ecological impacts has been inherently difficult due to the complex nature of ecosystems. So while awareness of loss exists, the availability of critical information to specify the extent of those losses remains insufficient.  In lieu, the working assumption has become that providing opportunities for habitat will be better than it’s complete loss when protection necessary and allowed. To this end, the Commission adopted it’s SLR guidance in 2015, which stresses the preference for soft solutions & managed retreat. And this is where the consideration of living shore projects comes in...



CCC in general
A N A L Y T I C A L  C H A L L E N G E S
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future conditions
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But here in California, we are still in the early stages of planning and implementing living shores – we have a lot to learn and a range of challenging issues to consider including our relatively wave-exposed coast, geomorphic mosaic, and world-class biodiversity.We are still handicapped by the limitations of our understanding. And that means that although we support and even encourage living shore use, we must proceed with guarded optimism, acknowledge uncertainty, ground expectations, monitor to validate our assumptions, and develop mechanisms to for adaptive management. But with this mindful approach, we can progress and build a collective knowledgebase.In promoting a healthy future for our coast, the Commission’s role is to ensure that projects approved are consistent with the various sections of the Coastal Act. Our staff necessarily carryout an analytical review process and make recommendations based upon science and law to an appointed decision-body.Now, one question that seems to keep arising with respect to living shore projects is whether these are evaluated as restoration or shore protection. The short answer is that this is determined case-by-case so contact your local district office for guidance early on.But daring to bestow some guidance, I offer two major considerations: First, the project goal – is it to optimize ecological conditions and perhaps yield some protection benefits, or is it to establish protection while hopefully providing some ecological benefits? Though the ecology and protection aspects are generally linked when we talk about living shores, one of these will emerge be the primary driver for the effort.Second, the site’s history – has the ecosystem you aim to [create/nurture/protect] existed there historically or will it be new? 



I N T E L L I G E N T  M O N I T O R I N G

Indicators
• Relevance
• Practicality
• Static and/or process-based
• Physical and biological

Baselines
• Pre-construction state
• Capture potential change
• Selected reference areas

Evaluation methods
• Fixed and/or relative criteria
• Comparisons (time, space, 

design type, geography)
• Trends, patterns

Schedules
• Frequency
• Duration
• Seasonality

Opportunities
• Episodic events
• Tiered approaches

Confidence
• Sampling power
• Ground-truthing

Correction mechanisms
• Potential adaptive management
• Remedial actions
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So among the mechanisms to address our incomplete understanding of living shores are a variety of tools that enable collective learning: stakeholder visioning, design for multiple benefits, phasing, and monitoring. Because I am an environmental scientist, I want to speak to the latter – monitoring will be key to the production and documentation of knowledge, and it will need to take an intelligent approach, meaning that it enable learning and application. Monitoring provides us with a means to validate the assumptions we’ve made to justify permitting decisions, evaluate project performance, and enable adaptive management. This pertains to the ecological as well as the protection benefits we expect living shores to deliver.On this slide, I offer a sample of key monitoring considerations in general. Whether to support an impact analysis, or a restoration or mitigation performance evaluation, these factors are relevant – and so for living shores, this is also true. Some elements that become particularly important when considering system dynamics are those related to reference sites, seasonality, equilibria, episodic events, and long-term performance.Monitoring is neither necessarily cheap nor straightforward as we venture into the brave new world of living shores, as we reckon with vast uncertainty. But there may be efficient ways to answer important questions and as we build a foundation, costs should dissipate. Indeed, examples and reference materials such as robust monitoring plans are beginning to emerge.



F O R W A R D
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...moving

• Partnerships: agencies, communities, practitioners, technical

• Planning: local coastal plans, general plans

• Pilot studies: innovate, learn, experiment

• Monitoring: process-based methods, indicators

• Knowledge-sharing: best practices, adaptive management

• Funding: existing & new, include monitoring

Lauren.Garske@coastal.ca.gov
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A reflection on advances through history reminds us that from crisis comes opportunity. We are facing a crisis, including the loss of irreplaceable natural assets – so wherein lies the opportunity? It starts with partnerships – among agencies, communities, practitioners, and certainly the technical arms of our society. Through these we can leverage an array of resources and generate new ideas. Our priorities necessarily begin with coordination; planning to guide a vision; pilot studies that allow for innovation, learning, and experimentation; monitoring and knowledge-sharing. We need to highlight and create funding opportunities. And we need to examine our challenges through a process-based lens. Our coast is dynamic – if our future is to be resilient, we will have to envision, design, implement, and manage accordingly. Remember: the coast is breathing... 




